ResQonse by' Prof Marinus Wiechers
This highly instructive and thought
provoking article by Gawie Nienaber
should be read in conjunction with
the equally valuable contribution by
J eremy Gauntlett SC in Consultus
April 1990 at 23-27 ("Appointing
and Promoting Judges: Which way
now?").
One cannot but agree with the
basic tenets of both these contribu
tions. For a future South Africa, the
ideal should remain a totally indepen
dent judiciary comprising persons of
the highest abilities and integrity. It
must be conceded that the present
system under which the Executive
has untrammelled power to appoint
judges, notwithstanding the existence
of some unwritten conventions of
consultation with the Bench and Bar,
is not entirely satisfactory. Here, just
as in England, this system has proved
uncontrollable and has unfortunately
led to some questionable appoint
ments . With us, where a government
composed of members of a minority,
has reigned for more than 40 years
and has both passed and applied
many very severe and harsh laws, the
appointment ofjudges by the Execu
tive carries an additional hazard. It
has created the perception, especially
amongst opponents of the govern
ment, that judges were appointed to
sanction and give ultimate effect to
harsh and often oppressive laws. By
and large, however, this has not been
the case and whatever is said of our
judiciary, its integrity and the
independence of its members has
remained irreproachable. However,
having stated this overall conviction,
the basic problem remains: a
judiciary whose appointment rests
solely in the hands of the Executive,
runs the risk of being seen as the
handmaiden of the government of the
day. This brings us to the very
essence of Nienaber' s point of view,
namely that the appointment of
judges must take place in a politically
legitimate manner.

DDD
In order to acquire political legiti
macy, the appointment of judges
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requires - as Nienaber correctly per
ceives - some or other legislative
involvement. This is a requirement
which springs from the democratic
nature of the state . The legislature,

which is composed of the elected
representatives of the people, must
have a measure of say in the appoint
ment ofjudges in order to ensure that
competent, highly qualified persons
adjudicate on those laws which the
legislature passes and also, indirectly,
to endorse such appointments on
behalf of the people whom it
represents. This does not mean that
the legislature needs to control or
initiate the appointment of judges,
but it does mean that the legislature
makes the Executive answerable and
accountable for its appointments to
the Bench. In this respect, Nienaber's
consideration of the American system
is certainly apposite and his sugges
tions well worth considering. A sys
tem based on the American model,
whereby the Executive nominates
judicial appointments and these
appointments are under well-defined
procedures made subject to some
form of legislative scrutiny and
endorsement may go a long way to
ensuring both political legitimacy and
excellency. The N amibian model
could also be considered. Under the
Namibian Constitution, the Presi
dent in consultation with his Cabinet
must follow the recommendation of
an independent Judicial Service
Commission in the appointment of
judges. Although the National
Assembly is not directly involved in
such appointments, it may with a
two-thirds majority review and
reverse them. (Proposal for such a
review or reversal has to be made by
one-third of the members. In effect,
this means that a minority in the
National Assembly can question the
President's judicial appointments
and it is possible that strong minority
resistance may induce the President
to reconsider and withdraw his nomi
nation even before the matter is taken
to a final vote.)

DDD
It is undoubtedly urgent for the legal
profession to argue and think about
the procedures for the appointment ,
and concomitantly, the removal, of
judges under a new constitutional
29

seen to be done in a non-racial
way and that the wisdom, exper
ience and judicial skills of all
South Africans are represented
on the bench, the judiciary shall
be transformed in such a way as
to consist of men and women
drawn from all sectors of South
African society". Needless to say,
the idea of transforming courts
into representative institutions
will have far-reaching implica
tions and should be approached
with great circumspection.

dispensation in order to safeguard the
efficiency and independence of our
judiciary. We should not, however,
forget that these issues form part and
parcel of much broader and abso
lutely vital constitutional concerns
and that the debate on the appoint
ment ofjudges should not be carried
on in isolation . Fundamental con
stitutional aspects which surround,
and which will indeed determine, the
question of appointing judges, are for
instance :

o

o

o
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The nature and organisation of a
future government, since it
speaks for itself that it is of no
avail to speculate about the
appointment of judges by the
Executive with some kind oflegis
lative scrutiny and approval, if
the structures and nature of some
branches of government are not
known. Procedures for the
appointment ofjudges may differ
widely, depending on whether we
have an executive presidency, a
parliamentary, a unitary or a fed
eral system of government.
The court system. Are we to
have, apart from the present
court system, an independent
constitutional court and also,
perhaps, a separate hierarchy of
administrative courts which will
require their own procedures for
the appointment ofjudges? (For
instance, in countries with inde
pendent constitutional courts,
parliament and the executive
co-operate closely when nominat
ing and appointing judges for
these courts.)
The composition, structures and
organisation of the legal profes
sion. Is it to be expected that the
present custom (or convention) of
appointing judges mainly from
the ranks of senior counsel is to
persist? Indeed, is it foreseeable
that the present division between
bar and side-bar is to continue
and that long-standing opposition
to judicial appointments from the
ranks of civil servants will always
be successful? In this regard, it is
of the utmost importance to
realise that specific affirmative
action demands are being made
as far as the appointment of
judges is concerned. In the most
recent working document of the
ANC on a Bill of Rights, released
in December 1990, it is stated:
"Without interfering with its
independence, and with a view to
ensuring that justice is manifestly

o

The nature of our legal system. In
the final analysis, the indepen
dence of the judiciary is best served
by a legal order which is rooted
in and stems from a fundamental
law. Judges who officiate under
a system of parliamentary
sovereignty, are almost of necess
ity exercising their functions
under a government of men,
whereas judges who speak the law
under a supreme law, the consti
tution' become the servants of a
government of laws which, as a
result, release them of the politi
cal pressures and whims of the
day to make them truly indepen
dent. Elaborate procedures for
the appointment and removal of
judges will ultimately not assure
the independence of the judiciary
if the system oflaws which applies
does not have fundamental,

supra- governmental qualities and
values. In a very real sense, this
was and is the dilemma of the
South African Bench. Are we,
under a new dispensation, going
to prolong this dilemma?

000
Lawyers may object and claim that
many of the constitutional issues
raised in connection with the appoint
ment of judges, are not within their
domain and should be left to the poli
ticians to be resolved. By adopting
this attitude, it may very well happen
that their debate on the appointment
of judges is overtaken and rendered
academic by events which were mis
takenly considered to be "political".
In conclusion, therefore, I should
strongly urge the legal profession to
continue the debate on the appoint
ment ofjudges which has so expertly
and aptly been opened by Gauntlett
and N ienaber in this Journal, and to
explore the topic in its full constitu
tional and broader legal contexts. By
so doing, and making their voices
heard, it is hoped that the organised
legal profession will not only prove
themselves champions of an indepen
dent, high-quality judiciary, but also
of a democratic form of government
and finally, the triumph of constitu
tionalism.
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